From: Marks, Michael W., VBAMUSK [mailto:michael.marks1@va.gov] On Behalf Of VBAMUS/Compliance_Liaison
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2017 2:47 PM
To: CBACUS@NPS.EDU; BJENSEN@NPS.EDU; JSTEVENS@NPS.EDU; DCARNAHAN@SJOE.NET; LINEUG
EBAUER@SJOE.NET; Brian_cook@csueastbay.edu; dianna.wheaton@csueastbay.edu; ANPADILLA@CSMB.EDU; GIYOUNG@CSUMB.EDU; JULIE@CALUMS.EDU; MAGGIE.MORALES@SJISU.EDU; MARCO.YBARRA@SJISU.EDU; ANAPADILLA@CSUMB.EDU; GIYOUNG@CSUMB.EDU; JLOCOUSENS@CPP.EDU; TETAYLOR@CPP.EDU; CSTRAYER@UCL.EDU; renetta.watts@umuc.edu; RCHRANN@CSUM.EDU; LDRAPER@MIRACOSTA.EDU; CHRISTINE.COLEMAN@UCSF.EDU; BARNETTG@UCHASTINGS.EDU; SCOTTIOGETZ@UCHASTINGS.EDU; WONGEDMOND@UCHASTINGS.EDU; SHALLADO@FULLERTON.EDU; LAMADOR@FULLERTON.EDU; MASAGIO@FULLERTON.EDU; CWA
RD@FULLERTON.EDU; SSMILJANIC-VILLA@CSUM.EDU; ADURON@UCL.EDU; JANE.KILLER@UCL.EDU; MSILER@UCL.EDU; marlita.harris@unx.ucl.EDU; karen.tseng@unx.ucl.EDU; EROCHA@SIU.EDU; AUBREEDELFIN@SIU.EDU; RCHRANN@CSUSM.EDU; VHERNAND@CSUSM.EDU; JROSE@CSUSM.EDU; SANDMANN@CSUSM.EDU; lcarson@ucx.ucr.edu; SNAVARRO@UCX.EDU; CPPEREZ@UCX.EDU; JUSTIN.KO@UCR.EDU; PATRICK.NAPIER@UCR.EDU; ERIN.VARGAS@UCR.EDU; LIANNE.SALERNO@CALSTATELA.EDU; KGLASS@UNEX.UCLA.EDU; HLAM@UNEX.UCLA.EDU; FLUCAS@UNEX.UCLA.EDU; JFC@BERKELEY.EDU; JAYTIELSONS@BERKELEY.EDU; RAMIRALI@FINANCE.UCLA.EDU; JGOMEZ@REGISTRAR.UCLA.EDU; SJAZFI@FINANCE.UCLA.EDU; RREDING@REGISTRAR.UCLA.EDU; BVENNER@REGISTRAR.UCLA.EDU; MRAHIOTI@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; DORIVER A@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; LIANNE.SALERNO@CALSTATELA.EDU; CRYSTAL.CALIHAM@SIU.EDU; PAUL.COPEL@SIU.EDU; AMBER.NEVANS@HOTMAIL.COM; NICKGRANT@SIU.EDU; CLLAWRZ@SIU.EDU; MRANN@SIU.EDU; HTESKA@SIU.EDU; mrg85@csus.edu; MARIAJOHNSON@CSUS.EDU; JWESTON@CSUS.EDU; erins@skymail.csus.edu; ALFORQUEHERNANDEZ@CSUS.EDU; CORREAC@CSUS.EDU; KASMITH@CSUS.EDU; LGELLE@UCSD.EDU; CKJONES@UCSD.EDU; SELO37@UCSD.EDU; LLINARES@UCSD.EDU; yttorres@ucdavis.edu; ELRAEHSLER@UCDAVIS.EDU; DDCARR@UCDAVIS.EDU; WDHEEKIN@UCDAVIS.EDU; CMCHATFIELD@CPP.EDU; KIM@CPP.EDU; AKORNELUS@CPP.EDU; KIDINH@UCSD.EDU; TRGARRETT@UCSD.EDU; NHT017@UCSD.EDU; AUBREEDELFIN@SIU.EDU; ARMSTRONG@SIU.EDU; GLORIA@UCSC.EDU; JMA
DRI@UCSC.EDU; DPARKS@CSUCHICO.EDU; byang@sfsu.edu; ALEXANDRA.SPLA@SA.USCB.EDU; ALISHA.STOLL@SA.USCB.EDU; KIM.HALL@HUMBOLDT.EDU; JULIA.IBANEZ@SONOMA.EDU; WHITNEY.MCDOWELL@SONOMA.EDU; JESPARZ@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; TKENNEDY@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; KLEWIS@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; MMCLAUG@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; PUTNAM@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; VQUINONES@SFSU.EDU; TVU@MAIL.SDSU.EDU; barbara.pauley@csueastbay.edu; JESPINOZA@CSUSB.EDU; MMQUEAD@CSUSB.EDU; ARAMIRAZ@CSUSB.EDU; DAGONZALEZ@CSUSB.EDU; KSCHNEIDER@CSUSB.EDU; NOE.AGURRE@CSUN.EDU; VANESSA.OCHOA@CSUN.EDU; RGIUTTERREZ@CSUFRESNO.EDU; THARDEE@CSUDH.EDU; ALARAZ@CSUDH.EDU; DSLE@CSUDH.EDU; MNUNES@CSUDH.EDU; CPATZ@CSUDH.EDU; CTURNER@CSUDH.EDU; HANNAH.COOPER@CSULB.EDU; LYNISHA.MCDUEL@CSULB.EDU; MARSHALL.THOMAS@CSULB.EDU; SCHANDLE@CALPOLY.EDU; LBERNARDO@CSUSTAN.EDU; CHOUDEK@CSUSTAN.EDU; HTHOMPSON@CSUSTAN.EDU; JUANA.ANGUIANO@CSUSTAN.EDU; RACHEL.DANIELSON@CSUSTAN.EDU; COLLEEN.FOREST@CSUSTAN.EDU; KRISTIN.HROKE@CSUSTAN.EDU; ECPEIREIRA@ARGSYS.EDU; TWEWLS@ARGSYS.EDU; KWHATTOFF-HALL@ARGSYS.EDU; ELIZABETH.BARRIOS@TRIDENT.EDU; MYRA.CRUZ@TRIDENT.EDU; JENAKIM@TRIDENT.EDU; SERGIO.MARQUEZ@TRIDENT.EDU; AMANDA.RANGEL@TRIDENT.EDU; adrienne.robertson@trident.edu; KBJENES@UCSD.EDU; DSANTOS@ARGSYS.EDU; PONG@ARGSYS.EDU; TCA McG.@UCSD.EDU; ODREY@ARGSYS.EDU; EMONTANO@ARGSYS.EDU; DEBBIE.MCDONALD@AGU.EDU; LAURI.EMEJJA@AGU.EDU; MARISSIENARY@AGU.EDU; RCASE@PACIFICA.EDU; MFREEBER@PACIFICA.EDU; AG REENE@PACIFICA.EDU; FMATAS@PACIFICA.EDU; DBANTA@CALCOAST.EDU; PBUMANN@CALCOAST.EDU; STUDENT_SERVICES@CALCOAST.EDU; CHRISTOPHER.WILLIAMS@DEVRY.EDU; GINGRAM@CARRINGTON.EDU; BJORGENSEN@CARRINGTON.EDU; LWATSON@CARRINGTON.EDU; EBUENO@WESTCOASTUNIVERSITY.EDU; TCBUCCI@WESTCOASTUNIVERSITY.EDU; ADEJONG@WESTCOASTUNIVERSITY.EDU; NMORAN@WESTCOASTUNIVERSITY.EDU; RGARCIA@EXPRESSION.EDU; SPICINICH@EXPRESSION.EDU; MLOPEZ@HENVLEY; PUTNAM.EU; BNHALL@AII.EDU; GLEEDEE@AII.EDU; MMCKEE@AII.EDU; LORENDAIN@AII.EDU; GIPOWER@AII.EDU; RTADEO@AII.EDU; TWOLLE@AII.EDU; NAREVALO@WESTCOASTUNIVERSITY.EDU; NMO
Good Afternoon,

The California State Approving Agency for Veterans Education (CSAAVE), which was acting as the State Approving Agency for the purposes of approval of programs for GI Bill® benefits, has declined to enter into a contract with the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs for FY 2018.

In accordance with Title 38 USC 3671(b)(1), if any State fails or declines to create or designate a State approving agency, or fails to enter into an agreement under section 3674(a), the provisions of this chapter which refer to the State approving agency shall, with respect to such State, be deemed to refer to the Secretary (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs). Therefore, a VA official will be delegated to assume the duties and functions of the California SAA.

Effective October 1, 2017, to ensure processing of requests, please forward all approval submissions to the mailing address or email address below. Approval submissions include catalog, specific program approval requests, student handbook, class schedules, branch/teaching sites, questions, etc.

Please send submissions and requests to:

Department of Veteran Affairs Regional Processing Office
Attn: Compliance and Liaison
125 S Main Street
Muskogee OK 74401

VA Corporate Mailbox - ELR.VBASDC@va.gov